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(OUT OF
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UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS SECTION

8TH STREET SECTION

Corridor Planning Program Study Area Map (Red/Green BRT Line only)
(Full analysis of the north/south Blue Line corridor will follow later this year.)

October 2017

March 2018

June 2018

October
2018

January 
2019

• Research and analysis that will guide future land use, zoning 
and public realm opportunities.

• Creation of a 3D model representation of the Red / Green 
Line to use for analysis of building density

• The first “Come & Grow” public engagement event

• Introductory targeted stakeholder meetings with community 
associations and local developers

• Hosted 10 guided walking tours along 8th Street and 22nd 
Street and launched the Pedestrian Experience questionnaire

• Analyze existing zoning conditions and identify changes 
needed in order to accommodate new forms of development

• Create density transition areas in order to blend in sensitively 
with existing neighbourhoods

• Pop-up engagement events

• Launch the analysis of the blue line study area including data 
collection for a 3D model

• Create streetscape options and public realm improvements
• Targeted stakeholder meetings

• Come & Grow 2019 engagement event (We are here!)

• Prepare transformational corridors plan and implementation/
phasing strategy

Phase Two: Implementation

• Implement new zoning and policy according to strategy

• Support ongoing and incremental redevelopment of corridors

Phase One: Ideas & Options
Over the next few decades, Saskatoon is projected to grow 
to a population of 500,000 people. We’ve heard from the 
community that we need to balance this future growth 
between new areas and existing areas, known as infill 
development, to ensure our city remains competitive and 
desirable for future generations.

Infill development takes advantage of existing infrastructure, 
places less demand on transportation systems and enables 
the creation of more diverse and vibrant neighbourhoods.

Our Plan for Growth outlines the goals for new development 
in Saskatoon:

Corridor Growth refers to infill development strategically 
directed along the planned Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) lines and 
based on the principles of Transit-Oriented Development.

Saskatoon is growing. What is corridor growth? What’s the timeline?
WELCOME

This translates to 11,000–22,000 new 
dwelling units along these corridors!*

* Total for all corridors, including north-south Blue Line.
(Not shown—yet.)

Transit-Oriented Development refers 
to buildings and streets that are 
designed around transit. The principles 
of Transit-Oriented Development are:
1. Streets designed for all users
2. A wide variety and mix of land uses
3. Close knit, walkable 

neighbourhoods
4. Pedestrian-oriented buildings
5. Enhanced public realm
6. Balanced approach to parking

(Between 18,000 –
40,000 people.)=

What is a “corridor,” anyway?
They’re the major transportation arteries through the heart of the city (such as 
22nd Street, 8th Street, and College Drive). But they’re also so much more!
They represent an opportunity to re-focus future housing, employment, and 
commercial development inward and upward—to energize our future rapid 
transit system—and to connect neighbourhoods together like never before.

2019 and 
Beyond

Let us know what you think 
about corridor growth!
We’re listening.
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WHAT WE’VE HEARD

“COME & GROW” 
EVENT  

Part of the Growth Plan public 
engagement event on March 7, 

2018.

An online survey was launched in conjunction with the walking 
tours. A total of 65 people shared their experience after walking 
a section of 8th Street or 22nd Street.

Here is a summary of their experiences:

WALKING TOUR & 
PEDESTRIAN 

EXPERIENCE SURVEY 
Led 10 walking tours along 8th Street and 
22nd Street and launched the Pedestrian 

Experience Questionnaire.

POP-UP 
EVENTS
Hosted two outdoor 
pop-up engagement 
events on 8th Street 
and 22nd Street.

Feedback from the pop-up engagement events is shown below.

HIGH DENSITY - MULTI-UNIT

MEDIUM DENSITY - TOWNHOUSE WITH 
STREET ENTRANCE

MIXED USE - COMMERCIAL AT GROUND 
FLOOR, MULTI-UNIT ABOVE

1. What type of housing do you think 
would be best for 8th Street or 22nd Street 
with a rapid transit system in place? 
Check all that apply.

Additional Comments:

LIST OTHER:

A.

C.

B.

D.

2. Draw a line to match street names (on the right) with 
how you would like its future pedestrian environment to 
look and feel:

Pedestrian Dominant Areas 
These are areas where people gather, such as plazas with outdoor seating 

and very walkable shopping streets.

Pedestrian Supportive Areas 
These are safe environments for walking, where sidewalks are continuous 

and buffered from the street, featuring trees or other streetscaping.

Pedestrian Tolerant Areas 
These are areas and corridors where walking is technically safe, but land 

use patterns discourage walking and make it uncomfortable.

Pedestrian Intolerant Areas 
These are areas where walking is unsafe and unattractive, such as near 

freeways, industrial, or undeveloped areas.

8th Street

4. How did you get here today? 

3. The images below are two examples of large format retail. 

• Option 1 is typical for Saskatoon—one storey, single use.
• Option 2 is a multi-storey mixed-use building, with the same retail 

options, underground parking, and residential above.

Which type of development would you prefer to see along 8th Street 
or 22nd Street?

Large surface 
parking lot

Front entrance 
faces parking lot

One retail use

One storey building

Poor walking access 
from sidewalk

Parking on side street, 
underground, or 
behind the building

Main entrances 
on sidewalk

Mixed-use building - 
residential above two 
stories of commercial

Multiple large format 
retail stores

Option 1

Option 2

Attridge Drive

College Drive

22nd Street 

Source: Charlier Associates

Source: Google Maps

Source: Google Maps

CORRIDOR GROWTH   What should 8th Street & 22nd look like in the future?

Attractive public spaces that are enjoyable and 
functional

Greenery and natural elements

Safe and comfortable sidewalks

OTHER

5. Would you like to see any of these 
things along 8th Street or 22nd Street? 
Check all that apply.

Additional Comments:

LIST OTHER:

A.

C.

B.

D.

Currently, 8th Street and 22nd Street are designed almost exclusively for vehicles.  Below is a diagram that compares typical automobile 
style development with compact walkable development. 

Single storey strip 
mall retail

Shoebox lighting too tall for 
human scale

Billboard signage 
scaled for passing 
automobiles

Drive-thru oriented building fails 
to address the street

Retail corner entrance with 
residential above

Multi-family units on 
secondary street

Surface parking interior 
to development

Attractive buildings 
front the street

Tree line streets 
to create a sense 
of enclosure

1   3   5   

1   3   5   1   3   5   

1   3   5   

Edges
Open areas create high 
level of discomfort for both 
pedestrians and drivers.  
Edgeless streets look 
uninviting and make people 
feel uncomfortable. 

Parking
Car oriented development 
requires a minimum number 
of on-site parking.
On-site parking takes three 
times as much land as on-
street parking. 

Sidewalks
Sidewalks must be a 
comfortable width (with a 
preferred minimum of 1.8 
metres), separated from the 
curb with a buffer strip, be 
continuous and not open to 
numerous driveways. 

Buildings
Walkability requires easy 
and complete access to 
buildings. When buildings 
are set back with parking in 
front, it creates a disconnect 
from the sidewalk and 
an unappealing space to 
traverse through.  Often 
these spaces are rarely 
taken care of and contain 
large advertising signs.

Edges
Quality edges provide 
comfort, safety and security. 
Creating a sense of 
enclosure usually requires 
buildings to the interior 
edge of sidewalks, ground 
cover and trees. Edges are 
essential to an enjoyable 
walking experience. 

Parking
On-site parking is placed 
in interior courts or in well 
landscaped gardens to the 
side or rear of the building.  
Thriving urban places rarely 
have large surface parking 
lots around them.

Sidewalks
Sufficient sidewalk 
widths allow people to 
enjoy walking, a relaxed 
conversation with another, 
to linger or sit outdoors, and 
they encourage people to 
stay and socialize. 

Buildings
Buildings oriented towards 
the street with minimal 
set backs are ideal for a 
comfortable and interesting 
walking experience.

Buffer strips between 
the sidewalk and 
street.

Wide sidewalks and 
minimal driveway 
crossings.

Parking lots located 
to the rear or side 
of buildings and not 
along the main street.

Buildings front 
onto the street with 
minimum setbacks.

6. Considering the diagram above, rate from 1-5 how important the following changes are to you, in order to create a more 
walkable, transit-friendly, and residential-friendly street.

Source: Walkable and Liveable Communities Institute

• More benches
• Add a grocery store
• Remove a lane of 
traffic for cars,  
instead it can be for 
bikes or skate boards.

• More pedestrian 
crossings everywhere 

I would just like to feel safe! 

• Get rid of the train

1+4+1+94+LAGREE THAT THERE ARE 
NOT ENOUGH BENCHES 

AND GARBAGE 
BINS

96% 1+6.1+1+91.9LAGREE THAT THE AREA 
NEEDS MORE TREES, 

BUSHES OR 
PLANTS

87% 1+42+1+13+1+42L43%
HAVE EXPERIENCED 

DIFFICULTLY 
WALKING ON 

SIDEWALKS DUE 
TO SNOW.

13% 
NO DIFFICULTY

43% 
NOT APPLICABLE

85+1+13+1+L
FEEL SAFE FROM 

CRIME

83%
17% 

DO NOT  FEEL
SAFE FROM 

CRIME

24+57+24+5226% indicated that the sidewalks are 
WELL MAINTAINED 

57% indicated that the sidewalks are  
POORLY MAINTAINED 

26% indicated that the sidewalks are 
WIDE ENOUGH

48% indicated that the sidewalks are 
TOO NARROW

THE AREA:

IS CLEAN HAS LOTS
 OF LITTER

HAS SOME
 LITTER

THE AREA FELT:

WELCOMING UNFRIENDLYNEUTRAL

THE BUILDINGS ARE:

 IN GOOD 
CONDITION

IN POOR
 CONDITION

IN REASONABLE 
CONDITION

THE AREA AROUND THE BUILDINGS APPEARS:

WELL 
MAINTAINED

IN POOR
 CONDITION

WAS THERE TRAFFIC NOISE?

NO YES, AND IT WAS
 TOO LOUD

YES, BUT IT WAS 
REASONABLE

NO YESNEUTRAL

DID YOU SEE ANY GRAFFITI AND/OR VANDALISM?

NO LOTSSOME

YOU WOULD DESCRIBE THE AREA AS:

DESIRABLE UNDESIRABLENEUTRAL

WERE THERE ANY UNPLEASANT SMELLS?

NO YES

HOW OFTEN DO YOU WALK THROUGH THIS AREA?:

OFTEN RARE TO
 NEVER

OCCASIONALLY

DID THE SPEED OF TRAFFIC MAKE YOU FEEL UNCOMFORTABLE?

8th STREET
Survey Results  

The following data was gathered through an online 
survey. Respondents were asked to report their 
experience after walking a section of 8th Street 
between Grosvenor Ave and McKercher Drive. 23 
people responded to the survey.

1+8+1+90+LAGREE THAT THERE ARE 
NOT ENOUGH BENCHES 

AND GARBAGE 
BINS

91% 1+8+1+90LAGREE THAT THE AREA 
NEEDS MORE TREES, 

BUSHES OR 
PLANTS

91% 51+1+14+1+32+1L52%
NOT APPLICABLE

15% 
NO DIFFICULTY

33% 
HAVE EXPERIENCED 

DIFFICULTLY WALKING ON 
SIDEWALKS DUE 

TO SNOW.

63+1+35+1+L
FEEL SAFE FROM 

CRIME

64%
36% 

DO NOT  FEEL
SAFE FROM 

CRIME

21+70+21+4521% indicated that the sidewalks are 
WELL MAINTAINED 

70% indicated that the sidewalks are  
POORLY MAINTAINED 

21% indicated that the sidewalks are 
WIDE ENOUGH

45% indicated that the sidewalks are 
TOO NARROW

THE AREA:

IS CLEAN HAS LOTS
 OF LITTER

HAS SOME
 LITTER

THE AREA FELT:

WELCOMING UNFRIENDLYNEUTRAL

THE BUILDINGS ARE:

 IN GOOD 
CONDITION

IN POOR
 CONDITION

IN REASONABLE 
CONDITION

THE AREA AROUND THE BUILDINGS APPEARS:

WELL 
MAINTAINED

IN POOR
 CONDITION

WAS THERE TRAFFIC NOISE?

NO YES, AND IT WAS
 TOO LOUD

YES, BUT IT WAS 
REASONABLE

NO YESNEUTRAL

DID YOU SEE ANY GRAFFITI AND/OR VANDALISM?

NO LOTSSOME

YOU WOULD DESCRIBE THE AREA AS:

DESIRABLE UNDESIRABLENEUTRAL

WERE THERE ANY UNPLEASANT SMELLS?

NO YES

HOW OFTEN DO YOU WALK THROUGH THIS AREA?:

OFTEN RARE TO
 NEVER

OCCASIONALLY

DID THE SPEED OF TRAFFIC MAKE YOU FEEL UNCOMFORTABLE?

22nd STREET
Survey Results  

The following data was gathered through an online 
survey. Respondents were asked to report their 
experience after walking a section of 22nd Street 
between Witney Avenue and Idylwyld Drive. 33 
people responded to the survey.

8th Street 22nd Street

MARCH 2018 SPRING–SUMMER 2018 AUGUST 2018

Over 400 people attended the major Growth Plan public engagement event at 
the Western Development Museum. Below is a summary of the feedback 
collected for the Corridor Planning Program.

COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION 
DISCUSSIONS

APRIL 2018

VARIOUS 
TARGETED 

STAKEHOLDER  
ENGAGEMENT

FALL 2018
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EXISTING PLANS The map below is an overview of existing policies, plans, and guiding 
documents that are within the Corridor Planning Program study area.

BLAIRMORE
SECTOR PLAN

HOLMWOOD
SECTOR PLANUNIVERSITY

SECTOR PLAN

BRIGHTON
CONCEPT PLAN

KENSINGTON
CONCEPT PLAN

BLAIRMORE SUBURBAN CENTRE
CONCEPT PLAN

Confederation
Transit
Village

University
Heights

Transit Village

Centre Mall
Transit Village

N:\Planning\MAPPING\Requests\Internal\Long Range
Planning\Corridor Planning\Corridor & Existing Plans.dwg

N

LOCAL AREA PLAN

SECTOR PLAN

CORRIDOR STUDY AREA

NEIGHBOURHOOD CONCEPT PLAN

CITY CENTRE PLAN

IMAGINE IDYLWYLD STUDY AREA

JUNCTION IMPROVEMENT STRATEGY STUDY AREA

SOUTH CASWELL REDEVELOPMENT STUDY AREA

COLLEGE QUARTER

TRANSIT VILLAGES

URBAN RESERVES & HOLDINGS
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CHARACTER AREAS

• 3–6 storeys generally
• 7 or more storeys at 

strategic or prominent 
locations that can 
support greater density

• mixed-use buildings 
(commercial uses on 
main floors, residential 
above)

• highest quality public 
space

• buildings engage with 
sidewalk

• 1–3 storeys generally
• townhouses, small 

apartments, duplexes, 
and single family homes

• maintain neighbourhood 
character and provide 
transition between lower 
and higher densities

• modest public space 
improvements in 
strategic locations

• no changes proposed
• maintain scale of 

existing neighbourhood
• neighbourhood-level 

infill will continue as it 
does today

• within walking distance 
of corridors

Station Areas Corridors & Linkages Transition Areas Areas of Influence Main Street Areas

‘Character Areas’ define development density, the massing and size 
of buildings, and the design of public spaces. The following images 
represent examples of the type of development that could 
potentially occur in each Character Area. The buildings shown here 
are examples from Saskatoon to illustrate what different Character 
Areas could look like.

• 2–4 storeys generally
• some mixed-use 

buildings
• some commericial or 

residential-only 
buildings

• good quality public 
space

• buildings engage with 
sidewalk

• no changes proposed
• already established or 

historical commercial 
streets (e.g. Broadway 
Ave, 20th Street)

• already pedestrian-
friendly and transit-
oriented

• important parts of the 
city to maintain
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What does density look like?

Here are a few examples 
of what existing density 
looks like within the 
Corridor Planning area, 
ranging from 2 units to 199 
units per building. These 
buildings vary in age, 
scale (height and width), 
the number of units, and 
appearance.

As you can see, density 
comes in many shapes 
and sizes. It is the street 
layout, arrangement 
of buildings, quality of 
architecture, and use of 
open space that makes 
density more or less 
desirable. (Visualizing Density, 2007)

6+ STOREYS4-5 STOREYS2-3 STOREYS

36 units

39 units

69 units69 units

48 units 52 units

32 units / .83 acres

11 units / .17 acres

26 units / .81 acres

2 units / .11 acres 12 units / .22 acres

16 units / .80 acres 238 units / 5.15 acres

12 units / .3 acres 24 units / .48 acres 38 units / .34 acres 24 units / .32 acres

197 units / 3.44 acres

32 units / .83 acres

58 units / 1.12 acres

 51 units / .5 acres  94 units / .51 acres

75 units / 1.39 acres  101 units / .51 acres  199 units / .81 acres46 units /  1.4 acres
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